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ABSTRACT

ANALYSIS OF AN INTEGRATED READOUT LAYER FOR USE IN A
HIGHLY GRANULAR ANALOG HADRON CALORIMETER

Heath J. LeFevre, M.S.
Department of Physics
Northern Illinois University, 2016
Vishnu Zutshi, Director

The International Linear Collider requires high granularity calorimetry to reach the performance benchmarks necessary for the physics it intends to measure. The leading option for
achieving this granularity in the hadron calorimeter are 3cm x 3cm scintillator tiles mated
to Silicon Photomultipliers. This thesis reviews the design, assembly and performance of
an integrated readout layer(IRL) in the form of a 9x11 scintillator megatile directly coupled
to silicon photomultipliers(SiPM). The IRL performance in terms of response and efficiency
and optical crosstalk is studied using both a 90 Sr source and test beam runs. The muon data
used in this study was collected at the November 2014 CERN SPS test beam conducted by
the CALICE collaboration. Along with the results, analysis tools like the event framework
developed as well as algorithms for finding tracks and crosstalk are described.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

High energy physics is the study of subatomic particles, their interactions, and decay
processes. This has become a prominent field of study in physics, especially recently, as
the technology has advanced to the point where the experimental methods can test the
current theory with significant accuracy. This field is approached on three fronts: energy,
intensity, and cosmic. The energy frontier is meant to create high energy particle collisions
that generate new physics interactions which can then be measured and analyzed. The
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN is an example of this type of machine. The intensity
frontier uses brighter particle beams in collisions to produce larger samples of rare events,
which can then be used to explore the predictions of current physics models. Mu2E is an
example of an experiment pushing the intensity frontier. The cosmic frontier uses cosmic
rays to make measurements and pursues the search for dark energy and dark matter using
the various objects in the universe as the source. SuperCDMS is an example of a direct dark
matter search that is part of the cosmic frontier.
The standard model, seen in Fig. 1.1, represents the current understanding of the fundamental particles and their interactions that compose the matter in the universe. The leptons
are the fundamental fermionic, half integer spin, particles, that interact through the weak
nuclear force and gravity. The charged leptons, electron(e), muon(µ), and tau(τ ) which
also interact electromagnetically, have an electric charge of −1e where e is the fundamental
charge. The neutrinos, νe , νµ , and ντ , are uncharged and interact only through the weak
force and gravity. Quarks are fermionic particles that interact through the strong nuclear
force as well as the weak and electromagnetic forces, with electric charge magnitudes of
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Figure 1.1: The standard model of particle physics[1]
one-third or two-thirds. This results in two types of hadrons: baryons and mesons. Baryons
are particles composed of three quarks some examples of which are protons and neutrons.
Mesons are composed of a quark anti-quark pair of which pions, π + , π − , π 0 , are examples.
The leptons and quarks come in three generations each heavier than the previous. The gauge
bosons are particles which have integer spin that mediate the four fundamental forces. The
photon mediates the electromagnetic force, the gluon mediates the strong nuclear force, and
the W and Z bosons mediate the weak nuclear force. The Higgs boson is an excitation of
the Higgs field which determines the mass of fundamental particles based on the coupling of
the fundamental particle to the field. Composite particles, such as hadrons or mesons, have
mass that is dominated by the binding energies of the constituent fundamental particles.
While the standard model provides accurate predictions for much of the particle physics
that has been observed to date, there are clear places where it is lacking based on theoretical
considerations and experimental observations. For example, dark matter and dark energy
are not explained in the standard model, in addition, the matter anti-matter asymmetry
in the universe is not described. There are numerous theories that have been proposed to
describe physics beyond the standard model, but experimental observation is required to sort
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out which description is actually correct, or the direction new theory work needs to go. The
Large Hadron Collider (LHC), which recently discovered the Higgs Boson, is a proton-proton
collider, and it can explore physics at energy scales never before possible, especially after the
upgrade to 14 TeV center of mass energy. Since the proton is not a fundamental particle,
it is composed of two up quarks, a down quark, and gluons, the LHC collisions are actually
between gluons and quarks. While the energy of the proton can be specified the components
of the internal structure will each have energy distributions. This causes the initial conditions
for LHC collisions to be unknown. A charged lepton, specifically an electron-positron, collider
that can reach the TeV energy scale would be an excellent complement to the LHC because
it would allow for similar physics to be explored with relatively cleaner collisions due to the
use of leptons, which are fundamental particles not subject to the strong nuclear force[2].
The use of fundamental particles also allows for the energy of the colliding particles to be
fixed beforehand allowing for collisions to be tuned to certain resonances. The International
Linear Collider(ILC) has been proposed to satisfy these goals.

1.1

International Linear Collider

The ILC is, as stated before, a proposed electron-positron linear collider, see Fig. 1.2.
The reason it is designed as a linear instead of a circular collider, such as the LHC, is the
use of electrons and positrons. Accelerating charged particles radiate energy at a rate given
by the relativistic extension of the Larmor formula,
2 q 2 dpµ dpµ
,
P =−
3 m2 c3 dτ dτ
where P is the power radiated, q is the fundamental charge, m is the particle mass, c is the
speed of light, p is the momentum four-vector, and τ is the proper time[3]. This means that
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of the ILC design for a 500GeV center of mass energy[2]
lighter particles radiate more power as they accelerate. This makes it difficult to use electrons
or positrons in a circular collider above a certain center-of-mass energy. However, a proton is
about 2000 times heavier than an electron significantly reducing the radiative losses, allowing
a circular collider to function with protons. The difference in the radiated energy in linear
versus circular accelerators, using the same particles, is a result of the different acceleration
directions, toward the center for circular and in the acceleration direction for linear. The
ILC design goals are to have a center of mass energy of 500 GeV, expandable to 1 TeV after
upgrades[2]. The details of the ILC physics goals are outside the scope of this thesis, so only
an overview will be provided[4].
The LHC has a larger discovery reach in the TeV energy regime than would be possible with the ILC. However, the cleaner ILC environment, can be used to better determine
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the physics and parameters of a subset of those particles and interactions to generate constraints on the broader physics available to the LHC[2]. The ILC will be able to explore
Higgs physics in detail, which will result in confirmation of the standard model Higgs mass.
It will also be able to explore the possibility of multiple Higgs particles, as is present in some
Supersymmetry(SUSY) models, such as the minimum supersymmetric extension of the standard model(MSSM)[5]. The precision SUSY measurements possible at the ILC involve the
chargino/neutralino, slepton, and squark sectors[5]. Each of these particles are proposed
superpartners of the corresponding standard model particles, ex. the lepton superpartners
are the sleptons. The superpartner of a fermion is a boson and of a boson a fermion [6]. In all
of these measurements, the ILC will narrow the possible values for the various parameters
that determine the physics behavior of particular SUSY models[5]. In addition to SUSY
measurements, the ILC is capable of precise measurements of gauge couplings as well as
investigations of top quark physics[5].

1.2

International Large Detector

One of the proposed detector designs for the ILC is the International Large Detector
(ILD), whose calorimetry is based on work done by the CALICE collaboration. A brief
overview of the detector structure is as follows (see Fig. 1.3). The detector geometry involves
a vertex detector surrounded by a system of strip and pixel detectors, with a system of Si-strip
and Si-disk detectors in the very forward region to ensure tracking of low angle particles[4].
This is then surrounded by a large volume time projection chamber(TPC) followed by a
layer of Si-strip detectors[4]. Following the Si-strip detectors around the TPC are the highly
segmented electronic calorimeters(ECAL) and hadron calorimeters(HCAL) respectively, this
includes radiation hard calorimeters in the very forward region[4]. The calorimeters are
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Figure 1.3: The ILD design[4]
surrounded by a superconducting coil, which generates a field of 3.5 Tesla, after which is an
iron yoke fitted with detectors to work as a muon detector[4]. A potential technology for the
HCAL is under investigation in this thesis so the performance requirements for the HCAL
will be discussed in more detail.
In order for the ILD to obtain the precision measurements required for the ILC physics
goals, a total calorimeter jet energy resolution of

σE
E

≈

30%
√
E

is required, where σE is the

measurement uncertainty for the jet energy and E is the measured jet energy[4]. There
are two HCAL devices currently in development, an analogue HCAL(AHCAL) that uses
a scintillator based detection system and a digital or semi-digital HCAL which uses a gas
based detector with the goal of very fine granularity[4]. Only the AHCAL will be considered
further here. The AHCAL will consist of 48 layers of dense absorbing material and scintillator
detector active electronics[4].
The jet energy resolution requirements for the ILC can be accomplished using a highly
granular calorimeter and particle flow algorithms(PFA) for event reconstruction[7]. Jets are
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Figure 1.4: A section of the AHCAL design[4]
mainly composed of charged and neutral hadrons of a relatively low energy, about 10 GeV.
The momentum information in the tracker allows for a high resolution measurement of the
charged hadron energy. The principle behind PFAs is to reconstruct the four-vectors of each
particle in the jet then sum the energy contributions of the charged hadrons from the tracker
and the neutral hadrons from the calorimeter. This places a high priority on being able to
isolate the energy deposited in the calorimeter by a single particle so that the contributions of
charged hadrons in the calorimeter can be removed to prevent double counting. Of course,
it is not possible to determine the individual particle contributions perfectly, as multiple
particles may deposit energy in the same detector cell. These lost or misidentified energy
contributions are called confusion. Confusion is the dominant uncertainty term in PFA
calorimetry at the energies anticipated in ILC collisions[7]. The highly granular design of
the ILC calorimeters is intended to minimize the confusion term by increasing the ability to
resolve individual particles. It was determined that a 3cm x 3cm scintillator tile detector cell
in the HCAL is sufficient to achieve the jet energy resolution requirements with marginal
gains from smaller tile sizes[4].
The active layers will be composed of a number of identical boards, called HCAL base
units(HBU), connected to common power, calibration, and data acquisition electronics. As
seen in Fig. 1.4, each of the boards are composed of four SPIROC chips having 36 detector
channels, which will be described in detail in section 1.5, each with silicon photomulti-
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plier(SiPM) detection devices, described in section 1.4 [4]. The HBUs are then connected
together either side-by-side or end-to-end and connected to the endcap board which houses
PCBs that control data acquisition, the power supply to the HBUs, and a calibration system. The low power usage of the SPIROC chips removes any cooling requirements on the
HBUs in the detector volume, but the endcap boards have FPGAs that do require external
cooling[4].
There are two components to the calibration system. The LED calibration system, allows
for light signals to be passed to all channels on the HBUs to determine the SiPM gain on each
channel, and a charge injection system that is used to determine the correct settings for the
pre-amplifier capacitors and discriminator threshold voltage[4]. The LED system is arranged
so that there are surface mounted LEDs for each of the tiles and means to distribute signals
to each of the LEDs. There are two arrangements of the LEDs on the HBU currently being
considered. One arrangement uses an LED for each SiPM on the board and the other uses
a single LED located at the vertex of four scintillator tiles for all 9 sets of four tiles on the
HBU. The HBU prototype, developed at NIU, examined here has a combination of the two
LED configurations were some tiles share an LED, while others have their own.
The detector channels are going to use SiPMs coupled to a scintillator for energy sampling.
There are currently two methods being tested for coupling the SiPMs and scintillators, one
uses a wavelength shifting fiber coiled in the tile to direct the light to the SiPM and the
other is directly coupled using blue sensitive SiPMs[4]. The latter arrangement, realized in
an integrated readout layer(IRL), is the main focus of this thesis.
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1.3

Calorimeter Physics

Calorimeters measure the energy and direction of particles and jets in high energy physics
experiments. The calorimetry is split into sections, measuring electromagnetic showers and
hadronic showers. This is accomplished using two main detection designs, sampling and
homogeneous calorimeters. Sampling calorimeters use active detection layers, to measure
energy, sandwiched between passive, dense absorbing layers where energy is deposited. Homogeneous calorimeters, primarily used for electromagnetic shower measurements, are able
to measure particle energy throughout the detector volume. There are numerous technologies
available to implement both of these designs [8].
Electromagnetic calorimeters are used to measure electromagnetic showers as previously
stated. These particle showers occur due to high energy charged particles or photons passing
through a dense absorbing material releasing additional lower energy charged particles and
photons through ionization and pair production. As this process continues the energy of
the generated particles eventually reaches a range where ionization and excitation are the
primary energy loss and particle generation mechanisms. Finally ending when the generated
particles are of of too low an energy to interact with the calorimeter in a significant way. The
evolution of these showers determines the design specifications of the calorimeter. Specifically, the radiation length, X0 , which describes the mean distance it take for a high energy
electron to lose

1
e

of it energy through bremsstrahlung, determines the necessary depth of the

calorimeter, while the transverse deposited energy determines the required granularity [8].
Hadronic showers occur as a result of inelastic collisions involving hadrons in the calorimeter. These interactions produce charged and uncharged secondary particles. Some of these
particles generated by hadronic interactions decay into high energy photons that produce
electromagnetic showers. The charged secondary particles lose energy through ionization
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and excitation in addition to various nuclear interactions that can produce additional particles, such as spallation neutrons and protons [8]. Due to the nuclear binding energies that
are present in these particle collisions anywhere from 20% − 40% of the hadronic energy can
be lost. Just as the electromagnetic shower had a characteristic length, there is the nuclear
interaction length, λI , that determines the mean distance it takes the shower to lose

1
e

of its

relativistic charged particles. This term characterizes the calorimeter depth needed based
on the energy of the incident particles and the calorimeter materials.
Of particular importance to this thesis is the use of scintillators in sampling calorimeters.
Scintillators are materials such that when energy is deposited in them, some of that energy
is emitted as photons. There are many types and examples of materials that behave this
way [8]. These photons are emitted by molecules, excited by ionization due to a charged
particle passing through, returning to their ground state. This ionization is described well
by the Bethe-Bloch equation,
dE
(T < ) = 2πN Z ·
dx







 

1/2 2

z e
 γv (2m)  
2
ln
·
−
β
.



mc2 β 2 
h̄ hωi


2 4

(1.1)

In equation 1.1 T is the energy transfer, N is the number of atoms per unit volume, Z is the
number of electrons per atom, z is the charge of the incident particle, e is the fundamental
charge, m is the incident particle mass, c is the speed of light, β is the relativistic speed,
γ is the relativistic parameter, v is the incident particle speed, and h̄ hωi is the ionization
energy of the material [3]. It is well known that equation 1.1 produces a Landau distribution for particles passing through a medium undergoing electromagnetic interactions. The
scintillation light produced in the ionization process can then be measured using a photon
detector, such as photomultiplier tubes, avalanche photodiodes, or silicon photomultipliers
(SiPMs) among others. The dense absorbing layers reduce the particle energy by producing
additional showers which are measured in the following active layers.
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1.4

Silicon Photomultipliers

Figure 1.5: An SiPM device on the IRL board
SiPMs are, in essence, a number of electrically decoupled photodiodes connected in parallel, all on a single substrate, see Fig. 1.5[9]. In Geiger mode, which is typically achieved
at 10% − 15% above the breakdown voltage, each pixel acts as a binary signal source with a
gain of about 106 , determined by the charge stored in the pixel capacitance, Cpixel ≈ 100f F ,

Qpixel = Cpixel · (Vbias − Vbreakdown )

independent of the number of photons incident on the pixel[9]. This allows for the SiPM to
act as an ideal photon counter in a scintillator detection cell, as long as the incident photons
exceed the pixel bandgap there will be an approximately discrete increase in output current
for each pixel hit. The SiPM is an analog device even though each pixel has a binary output.
This is due to the fact that the pixels are connected in parallel and each SiPM has on the
order of one thousand pixels, which makes the output an analog sum of the individual pixel
currents.
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While the physics of the SiPM suggest it will make a good detection device, the operating
parameters, noise and detection behavior needs to be discussed to determine if it is practical.
The condition for Geiger mode is that the bias voltage is greater than the breakdown voltage
of the SiPM, which is typically on the order of ten volts, some devices have breakdown in
the 20 to 70 volt region. Due to the high gain of the device, noise levels are small, with the
dominant source of noise being the dark rate due to thermally generated carriers, which is
around the one photoelectron level[9]. The sensitivity of SiPMs to changes in temperature
or overvoltage should be low for it to be a practical device, and that is what is seen. For a
device with a gain of about 106 , the changes with respect to overvoltage and temperature
go as follows[10],
dVbias
dG
≈7·
G
Vbias
dT
dG
≈ 1.3 ·
.
G
T
This gives changes in gain on the order of one percent for reasonable fluctuations in operating
conditions, on the order of a tenth of a volt or one degree Celsius. The stability of the gain
is critical in sampling calorimeters due to the small fraction of the particle energy detected
in the active layers which can result in large changes in the inferred particle energy for small
changes in gain. It is reasonable to limit temperature fluctuations to under a few degrees
Celsius and voltage fluctuations to under 100 mV making the SiPM a satisfactory device for
use in calorimeters. The dynamic range of the SiPM is limited by the finite number of pixels,
photoelectrons
and results in a dynamic range of about 3 · 103 mm
2 (pixelarea) [10]. Additionally, the SiPM is

not impacted by magnetic fields, which is a necessary condition for the HCAL because it
will be housed inside the ILD solenoid[11].
Comparing SiPMs to other photon detection technologies solidifies its choice for the AHCAL prototype. Other popular photon detectors, photomultiplier tubes(PMT), avalanche
photodiodes(APD), and hybrid photon detectors(HPD) have qualities that make them com-
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parable or more difficult to work with than SiPMs[10]. The gain of a SiPM is comparable
to a PMT, but with a much lower operating voltage, tens of volts compared to kilovolts.
The one area that the SiPM does not equal or better the other available technologies is in
detection efficiency. For the SiPM the detection efficiency is comparable to the other device
technologies making it a good candidate for use in a calorimeter.

1.5

SPIROC Chip

The HBU boards operate using four ASICs per board to perform data collection, digitization, and readout. The ASIC that has been developed by the CLAICE Collaboration for
this purpose is the SPIROC (Silicon PM Integrated Read Out Chip). Each chip has the capacity for 36 measurement channels[12]. The SPIROC chip performs its analogue to digital
conversions using a 12-bit Wilkinson structure[13]. This allows for 1 to 2000 photoelectrons
to be detected and a time-to-digital(TDC) conversion accurate up to 100 ps. The SPIROC
chip is segmented, for our purposes, into individual channel measurements and readout.
The SPIROC chip has two gain settings to achieve the desired dynamic range and variable
pre-amplifier capacitors for fine adjustment of the channel gain[12]. The chip contains an
8-bit digital-to-analogue converter(DAC) for each channel to set the bias voltage. There is
a single threshold setting using an 10-bit DAC for each SPIROC chip that is dependent on
the signal amplitude and length. Each channel then has an additional 4-bit DAC that can
be used for fine adjustment of the threshold. This will be discussed in more detail in the
next section.
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Figure 1.6: The block diagram for a single SPIROC channel[12]
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1.5.1

Channel Measurements

The signals collected on individual channels drive the behavior of the SPIROC chip. Each
chip has the ability to store high-gain ADC, low-gain ADC, and TDC data in capacitor banks
with a depth of sixteen. This allows for sixteen measurements before a readout is forced. All
three measurable quantities are stored immediately if there is an input signal that exceed
the discriminator threshold voltage. This causes the active capacitor values for channels
below threshold to be unavailable until the next readout cycle. This is accomplished using
track and hold cells which are essentially switches connected between the capacitors and
ground that are opened on the falling edge of an input signal that exceeds the discriminator
threshold. If the input signal does not exceed the discriminator threshold the capacitor is
not held and its behavior is not monitored until readout.
The input signal to a detection channel is handled in three different ways. It is sent to
two distinct variable slow signal shapers (50 ns to 100 ns) and to a fast signal shaper (15
ns). The two slow signal shapers are used to store the high and low gain data, the inclusion
of two gain settings allows for the required dynamic range. The fast signal shaper output is
compared to the discriminator threshold voltage and is used to trigger the track and hold
cells if the signal is above threshold. A block diagram showing this process can be seen in
Fig. 1.6.
There are three main timing mechanisms in the SPIROC chip, two internal clocks and
a voltage ramp as a reference for the TDC measurements. The main clock, 40 MHz, is
used to control the measurement interval (about 100µs) and to clock the Wilkinson ADC
on each channel. This allows for coarse timing of signals and is set to coincide with the ILC
particle bunches using a bunch crossing ID (BXID) for each measurement to represent this
timing. The second clock, called the slow clock, operated at 5 MHz which is used to clock
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the readout. These two clocks are at times both used to perform additional operations, such
as the master reset of the digital part of the chip [12]. The TDC data is collected using a
voltage ramp and is meant for fine timing of measurements within a BXID. There are two
voltage ramps speeds available, with the faster ramp meant for use in the ILC environment
and the slower ramp for testing. The specifications of these voltage ramps allows for TDC
data accurate to 100 ps [12].

1.5.2

Data Read-Out

During data readout, the SPIROC chip provides nine pieces of information for each
detection channel.
• BXID is the digital coarse timing in a measurement
• Cycle is the number of times the chip has been readout during the data collection
period
• ChipID is a unique 8-bit identifier given to each chip included in the data collection.
• Channel is the channel number on that particular chip
• Event is the order the measurements were stored with fifteen the first and zero the last
• ADC is the data from the SiPM passed through the Wilkinson ADC
• TDC is the time of the ADC signal taken from the common TDC voltage ramp on the
chip
• Gain Bit is a bit flag indicating if the high-gain or low-gain data was readout
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• Hit Bit is a bit flag showing if the data exceeded threshold and passed validation, if a
validation condition is applied
The data is readout when the memory banks are filled, see Fig. 1.7. This results in
the stored memory cells being sent into the channel’s Wilkinson ADC then being combined
with the various required metadata like chipID, BXID, channel, etc. The resulting data is
then stored in the RAM. The data is stored in reverse order, so the last value stored in the
memory cells is the first value out when sent to the data acquisition electronics.
To match the ILC pulse train cycle of 5 Hz, 200 ms, the different phases of the SPIROC
chip performance are timed in the following way. The acquisition takes 1 ms, the analogue
to digital conversion takes .5 ms, the data acquisition takes .5 ms and the rest of the time
is spent in idle mode to conserve power[12]. This also results in negligible heating of the
ILD due to the calorimeter boards, as mentioned earlier. This power saving is implemented
using power pulsing signals that supply power to the relevant parts of the SPIROC chips as
needed instead of continuously supplying power. This reduces power consumption to 25µW
per channel due to the approximately 198 ms that the SPIROC chip will be in idle mode
during the ILC collision cycle described above.

1.6

Integrated Read-Out Layer

The IRL, as stated earlier, is a readout electronics board meant for use as an active layer
in a hadron calorimeter where SiPMs are directly coupled to the scintillator tiles. In the test
beam data discussed in chapter 3, the NIU HBU prototype layer, from here on called the
NIU layer, provided for the detector stack is configured as an IRL. The IRL arrangement
offers the convenience of little work being necessary to prepare the scintillator tiles for use
in the calorimeter. Compare this to the other tile design that requires a wavelength shifting
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Figure 1.7: The block diagram of the whole SPIROC chip[12]
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(a) An SiPM directly coupled to a dimpled scintillator tile[14]
(b) Detector cell response to a beta
source with a flat tile[14]

(c) Detector cell response to a beta
source with a dimpled tile[14]

(d) Arrangement of detector tiles in test
beam[15]

Figure 1.8: Tests of dimpled scintillator tiles
fiber placed in each tile. Even if cutting the groove for the fiber can be automated in the
tile fabrication process, the ILC will contain millions of data channels in the HCAL, each
of which will need to have a fiber placed by hand. This presents a practical problem that
the direct coupling in the IRL avoids. However, this introduces another problem, a flat
tile directly coupled to a scintillator will have a non-uniform response across its surface, so
additional structure needs to be introduced to the tile to correct for this.
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1.6.1

Dimpled Scintillator Tiles

As mentioned above, if flat scintillator tiles are directly coupled to a SiPM the response
is highly non-uniform, as seen in Fig. 1.8b[14]. To correct for this, a dimple is added to
the scintillator tile, which allows an incident particle to see a longer path length away from
the SiPM and appropriately shorter length close to the SiPM. By making a dimple of the
appropriate radius, the reduction of light produced in the dimple counteracts the lower light
collection efficiency away from the center of the tile. This results in a uniform response
across the scintillator tile surface as seen in Fig. 1.8c[14]. The above figures were collected
by G.Blazey et al. using a

90

Sr beta source placed above a 9 mm2 , 5mm thick scintillator

tile directly coupled to an SiPM, see Fig. 1.8a[14].
It is also necessary to show that the dimpled scintillator tiles have the same uniform
response that they have in the lab in a test beam environment. This was done by F. AbuAjamieh et al. by placing SiPMs directly coupled to scintillator tiles in the arrangement
shown in Fig. 1.8d, in a 120 GeV proton beam[15]. The results of this test can be seen in
Fig. 1.9 which show that the response of the dimpled tiles is significantly more uniform than
the flat tiles and it is qualitatively similar to the laboratory tests previously mentioned. The
setup in Fig. 1.8d was also rotated so that the protons were incident at 0, 10, 30, and 40
degrees from normal incidence, which showed an overall larger, due to the increased path
length, but still uniform response[15]. This confirms that a directly coupled dimpled tile will
be effective in the ILC environment.
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Figure 1.9: Results of dimpled scintillator tile test beam[15]

(a) Megatile[14]

(b) 9x11 megatile with reflective layer.

Figure 1.10: Dimpled scintillator megatiles
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1.6.2

Megatiles

There are millions of HCAL detection channels in the ILD design, and producing a tile
for each channel would be very time consuming. Beyond production, considerations for
construction, such as tile alignment and tolerance, would be quite time consuming using
individual tiles. One way to reduce that time is to produce the tiles for multiple channels
at once. These multiple channel scintillators are called megatiles. They are constructed
by machining a dimple in cast scintillator tiles that then have an opaque material injected
between the tiles to optically isolate each channel, see Fig. 1.10a. The entire structure then
has a reflective material placed on the non-dimpled side, see Fig. 1.10b. This arrangement
reduces the time for assembly and cost of the scintillator tiles for the HBUs and provides a
practical solution for the mass production necessary for the ILD. In addition, These structures would allow for fewer alignment pins in the HBU boards as each megatile would only
need a few pins as opposed to individual tiles needing at least two, reducing the complexity
of scintillator alignment for the HBU. Injection molded dimpled scintillator megatiles are
currently under investigation for further reducing production time and cost. The main goal
of this thesis, is to see the behavior of a scintillator megatile directly coupled to SiPMs with
readout electronics, called an integrated readout layer, in a test beam environment.

CHAPTER 2
ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK

2.1

Overview

The IRL data acquisition software, designed by the CALICE Collaboration, outputs
the raw data as a text file that contains rows of channel data. The SPIROC chip contains 48 memory cells per channel, 16 each for low and high gain amplitude measurements,
and 16 for time measurements[12]. Each data line contains the following information: cycle number(cycle), bunch crossing identification(BXID), chip identification(chip ID), event
number(event), channel, TDC, ADC, HitBit, GainBit. These values are defined in the previous chapter so their definitions will not be repeated here. Each channel has its own hit
bit information which is set to one if the channel goes above a threshold specified in the
slow control files. Additionally an external validation can be set which allows for noise hit
rejection. The gain bit is one for high gain data and zero for low gain data. For the data
collected here the detector was set to only read out the high gain data.
The readout data is collected by chip, so for test beam measurements where multiple
chips and HBU layers, 15 for the particular test beam analyzed here, are present the data
is in groups of 15 collections of 36 lines that contain all of the channels for a particular chip
over all of the data for a particular cycle. The text file is then organized as follows, all of
the BXIDs on a chip for a particular cycle are collected together, then another chip, which
is not necessarily from the same layer or HBU, is readout.
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The code written to sort the data described above, was constructed to be as modular as
possible. This means that the portions of code that organize the raw data into events, tracks,
and track neighbor data are all independent of each other. This allows adjustments to be
made in one area without affecting large portions of the code. Another benefit from this
arrangement is bugs can be tracked back to smaller portions of code more easily than if all of
the processing was interdependent. It makes sections of code that take the most computing
time easier to identify and improve without concern about impacting other portions of the
analysis.

2.2

Event Structure

In order to organize the raw data for analysis a structure is needed to characterize an
event. An event is defined as data which have the same cycle and BXID within a run. The
event is implemented as a C++ class structure based on four classes that all inherit from
the CERN ROOT base class TObject and satisfy the rule of three, each event has a copy
constructor, destructor, and copy assignment operator defined. All four classes have get and
set member functions as well to access member variables.
There are two lowest level objects containing raw data, one for calorimeter hits and another for identified tracks. The calorimeter hit object, called CalorimeterHitWrap, contains
data for a single calorimeter tile hit: amplitude in ADC, time in TDC, chip ID, channel,
and hit bit. The raw data in indentified tracks is stored in a GenericObjectWrap which
contains C++ standard language vectors of int, float, and double type. The idea behind this
approach was to make an extendible object that could store a variety of information without
continually having to update the definition of the object used to store found tracks, tracks
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are defined in section 2.3. This does require care because the user defines how data is stored
during analysis rather than by the defined member variables.
To group the low level data together, standard C++ vectors were used for the CalorimeterHitWrap objects and a container class was created for the GenericObjectWrap objects.
It was a conscious decision to not make a single templated container to handle both the
CalorimeterHitWrap and GenericObjectWrap to circumvent issues with the streaming behavior of ROOT TTree objects[16]. If a template is used with custom classes, even if they
inherit from TObject, it requires additional streaming information to be developed, so to
save development time the different data was handled separately. The GenericObjectWrap
container, called CollectionVecObjWrap contains methods for collecting meta data like number of tracks in the container, getting and setting objects in the container, and to satisfy the
rule of three.

Figure 2.1: The event structure used for the test beam data called EventWrap.
These lower level objects are used to construct events in an object called EventWrap.
Again, to avoid issues with streaming into TTree objects, some compromises had to be made
in terms of generally accepted programming practices. The initial approach was to make a
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vector of vectors of CalorimeterHitWraps to contain the layer information. However, this
introduced streaming issues so instead fifteen vectors were introduced as member variables,
one for each layer in the test beam detector stack, to contain the event data. In addition,
fifteen pointers to vector objects member variables were necessary for reducing computing
time when organizing the events and their use will be explained in sections 2.5.1. To complete
the data stored in an event, four vectors are included for the directional neighbors to a
track and a CollectionVecObjWrap to contain track information. This allows for all of the
information of interest in an event to be available immediately without any further processing
after things like tracks are found once. As a validity check there are boolean values for each
of the layers and cross talk vectors that indicate if they are not empty and exceptions are
thrown if an empty object is requested. This prevents empty events or empty layers in
general from being processed and reduces the error handling requirements on the rest of the
code. The remaining data members are meta data for the event such as, the number of hits
in the event, the run number, the event number, etc.

2.3

Finding Tracks

The detector geometry this analysis was designed for consisted of multiple parallel detection layers with dense absorbing layers between adjacent active layers which is discussed
in detail in chapter 3. The following assumptions on tracks are made: tracks are straight
lines through the detector stack with a specified number of validated tile hits that are not
necessarily continuous. In order to identify tracks within an event, the algorithm uses the
event in question, a geometry file, and a length threshold. The algorithm works by generating four sets of 36 paths that a particle can take and by comparing the chip and channel
data from each layer in the event, it records how many sections of the path correspond to
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calorimeter hits. If the number of hits along a path exceeds the length threshold than it is
considered a track, a GenericObjectWrap is created, filled and stored in the events CollectionVecObjWrap. Also, to avoid biasing the interpretation of track data on the NIU IRL,
the NIU layer in the test beam detector is not included in finding tracks. The information
stored in a track GenericObjectWrap are the first chip the track is recorded on, the channel
the track passes through, the amplitude of the NIU layer, some meta data, and which layers
are present in the track. The track finding algorithm finishes by calling the code for finding
the neighboring tiles to the recently identified tracks and storing that information in the
appropriate vectors in the event object.
There is the ability to impose a continuity requirement on the tracks as an optional
constraint. This could allow for the code to be extended to looking for shorter lived highly
ionizing particles like delta rays with a few adjustments. It also introduces the possibility of
strengthening the requirement for a track.
The only requirements on a hit included in a track are that the calorimeter hit lie on
the correct path and that it has a hit bit set to one. This allows for the analysis to select
portions of the tracks to inspect during the analysis and requires no changes to the track
finding process if additional cuts need to be made. For example, if the features of tracks
under two different cuts need to be examined no changes need to be made to the track finding
code.

2.4

Finding Neighbors to Tracks

Since a large portion of the motivation for this thesis is understanding the cross talk
behavior of the IRL, identifying the neighboring channels to tracks is important. To do this,
the chip and channel number are extracted from the GenericObjectWrap for each track.
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There are two different channel mappings for the chips on each HBU, Fig. 2.2 shows the top

Figure 2.2: IRL channel mapping
two chips have channel zero to the right and the bottom two have channel zero to the left,
by taking the chip number modulo four the mapping can be identified. Using the channel
number in addition to the information given by the chip number the chip and channel of the
four nearest neighbors can be determined. The neighbor information is then printed out in
a struct that contains the chip, channel, and existence of each neighbor. The existence is a
boolean value that represents if the neighbor is not available, so it is true if that particular
neighbor would be off of the HBU, this is done as an error handling mechanism.

2.5

Analysis

This framework was developed for the analysis of muon data from the CALICE November
2014 CERN PS test beam. The approach to the analysis of the test beam data is similar
to the event structure in that it was designed to be as modular as possible. The analysis
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involves two steps, in the first step, the raw data is organized into TTrees of EventWrap
objects for each run file. Then, the events are evaluated one at a time filling histograms with
the desired data under the appropriate cuts. This allows for events to be built one time then
analyzed as many times as needed to without having to build the events each time. Again
this allows for changes to how the events are filled without having to worry about affecting
the analysis and vice versa.
This ability to step through the raw data and events is accomplished using the MakeSelector member function of the ROOT TTree object. This generates a shell class that inherits
from a ROOT TSelector object that handles all of the tree traversal[16]. All that is required is building the conditions for sorting or cutting data into the necessary shell functions
provided.

2.5.1

Raw Data to Events

Trees of the raw data lines, where each leaf is an element of the raw data, are constructed
in order to built the event trees. For example, there is a leaf for ChipID, Channel, etc. Then
the list of these trees, one per run file, is passed into code that calls the selector class to
operate on the specific run. When the selector is working it creates a list of events by
checking the BXID of the current data line, if it matches one of the events already created
than operations are performed on that event. If the BXID is not found in the current list
of events than a new event is created for that BXID and the data is added to the event.
This is where the utility of the pointers to vectors that the EventWrap object contains is
seen. By using pointers to the vectors the pointers can be passed when adding data to an
event. This avoids passing an copying whole vectors and greatly reduces processing time.
Timing tests showed that the processing time was reduced to about twenty minutes from
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about three hours by switching to a pointer based event filling code. It is possible to further
reduce this time if TChain objects are used to process all of the trees at a single time instead
of reading and writing to a ROOT file for each tree[16]. Changing to a data ordering based
on cycle number and BXID instead of by cycle number and chip would allow events to be
filled one at a time, which would remove the processes used to identify the correct event to
fill reducing computation time further.
When a change in the cycle number is detected, the list of events has the pointers of
layer information written into vector objects, then the events are written to a tree for that
particular run and the events are deleted. This happens until the end of the raw data run
tree that is being processed after which the tree is written to a file that represents the event
tree for that particular run, clean-up of remaining data on the heap is performed, and the
next raw data tree is read in.
Tracks or neighbors are not identified at this point in the analysis because this would
require rebuilding the events every time adjustments to the definition of a track or neighbor
are made. Due to this, track and neighbor identification is not performed until the events
are being analyzed

2.5.2

Event Analysis

After the event trees have been generated, another selector is used to process them and
generate data visualizations. The event trees for each run are added to a TChain[16], then
the chain is processed using the selector. Initially all of the histograms, graphs, and other
data visualizations are generated while checking if the file already exists and retrieving the
existing objects if it does. This is implemented to allow for the processing of a subset of
the runs you want to look at before running the code on the whole dataset. If the TChain
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is switched for a process using TTrees, this ability to resume filling a particular ROOT file
allows for real time viewing of the data being filled.
The histograms are generated, then the track identification software is run on the event
and the data is filled into histograms one event at a time. Following the final event the
histograms are written into a ROOT file then all objects on the heap are deleted, some
remaining clean-up is performed and the program exits.
The analysis is separated into three sections: overall event data, cross talk, and event
displays. This allows for the simplification of cuts as data is unaltered heading into these sections. However, they are not closed from each other and information such as the total number
of hits in a layer can be passed between the sections to avoid redundant computations.
The overall data section includes code that fills channel histograms of the total hits, total
track hits, and TDC data for every layer in the stack. In addition, overall features of the data
are gathered such as the filling of 2D histograms with the frequency of hits that satisfy hit
bit 1 and the track frequency for each channel. This portion of the analysis also records the
energy, number of hits, and an efficiency for each layer which are available to all proceeding
portions of code.
The cross talk portion of the analysis software uses the recorded neighbor values in the
event structure defined above and provides more in depth analysis of the data. This portion
of the code works by finding the track that corresponds to the neighbor hit and then passes
through a variety of cuts depending on the desired analysis, which will be discussed in more
detail in chapter 3. But for clarity, this section is used to generate histograms of “clean”
tracks and to display the data so as to analyze the cross talk in various ways: correlation
plots, energy ranges, etc.
The event display section of the analysis generates three dimensional histograms of an
event that satisfies some user set requirement. Example event displays are seen in Fig. 2.3,
which show two good muon tracks through the detector stack at the CALICE November
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Figure 2.3: Examples of event displays from CALICE November 2014 CERN PS test beam
muon data.
2014 CERN PS test beam. There is the possibility to set a cut that mirrors the cross talk
analysis to view the tracks that are being analyzed. It is also possible to set a cut such that
only a small subset of events have event displays generated. This is due to the fact that the
process of generating an event display is independent of the cut that is applied. This means
that all events would have a display generated if no cut was applied. However, by applying
the cuts appropriate to the portion of the data the user is interested in viewing, that number
is reduced. The logic behind this implementation is that the actual event display code is
now general; it requires nothing but a valid event to produce a histogram. This makes it
convenient in that no changes are required to the algorithm to view alternate portions of the
data, but it does place a requirement on the user to make an appropriate cut, otherwise the
runtime and file size will grow extremely large.

2.5.3

Post Analysis Generated Histogram Code

As mentioned previously, it was intended to have the analysis be as modular as possible. To this end, there are histograms or other visualizations that it is not necessary to
generate during the main event analysis described above. To save computation time, sepa-
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rate programs can be run on the ROOT file created during the event analysis to generate
these histograms. Some examples of this are, generating track histograms on a photoelectron
(PE) scale instead of ADC counts and filling a histogram with the mean of the cross talk
histograms for each channel. These programs were easily written in around one hundred lines
of code and take fractions of a second to run. The additional analysis capabilities available
through these short programs will be discussed in this section.

2.5.3.1

Gain Calculation

The determination of the gain of each channel is crucial to the conversion from the measured, channel-dependent ADC values to the PE scale, which is uniform across all channels.
Ensuring that the values used for the gain are accurate is critical to the analysis, as using
invalid gain values will ruin the absolute scale that allows for comparison between channels. Gain values for the IRL developed by NIU were available through CERN and DESY.
However, these values did not agree and may have been calculated under different operating
conditions than the November 2014 test beam. With no reason to choose one set of values
over the other, the gain values were recalculated using the data from the November 2014
CALICE CERN PS test beam, to be described in chapter 3. The test beam data that satisfied the hit bit one validation was used to find the gain for each channel. This is possible
because all of the validated data should generate a plot of the single photoelectron (PE)
peaks for the channel.
To automate the gain calculation, the TSpectrum ROOT object is used to find the peaks
in the total hit histogram for each channel[16]. Since the peak location returned is arranged
from largest to smallest peak, the peak locations are rearranged based on increasing ADC
value. The differences between the peak locations could simply be used to determine the
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gain, however this results in errors due to small first peaks, and unreliable peaks due to small
statistics. There is also a mix of 25 µm and 50 µm pixel pitch SiPMs, where pixel pitch is the
distance between the centers of two neighbor pixels. The different pixel pitch lengths result
in a change in gain behavior where the 50µm parts have a larger gain than the 25µm parts.
To correct this problem, instead of using the differences between the found peak locations,
the first three appropriate peaks are fit, if available, and the mean parameters are used to
calculate the gain by averaging the difference between peaks as follows,

Gave =

((l2 − l1 ) + (l3 − l2 ))
,
2

where li is the location of peak i and Gave is the average gain from the first three peaks.
The histograms are fit to the sum of three Gaussian distributions,
−
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then parameters p1 , p4 , p7 are used to find the gain. This is not sufficient to ensure that
every calculated gain is using valid peaks. An additional requirement that the average of
the width parameter, p2 , p5 , p8 of the three Gaussians is less than twelve is applied before a
calculated gain value is used over a provided value, twelve was chosen based on viewing the
fit data. This removes fits that may be based on erroneous found peaks or broad peaks that
result from the overlap of multiple PE peaks that cannot be resolved.
It can be seen from Fig. 2.4a that the subset of the test beam data used can generate
photoelectron peaks for channel data. The channels that behave in this way are the 50µm
parts which have larger gain than the 25µm parts of which Fig. 2.4b is an example. The fit
in Fig. 2.4b shows the need for selection criteria for the fit function. It is clear that the gain
value calculated from this fit is not the actual value of the channel and the average width
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(a) A channel that had clearly defined
PE peaks and had the gain calculated
from the fit.

(b) A channel that could not resolve the
PE peaks and did not have the gain calculated from the fit.

Figure 2.4: Examples of gain fits
of the three Gaussians is above twelve. While this may be one example this was seen to
be a larger trend in the data and twelve was, by inspection, the best value to use for the
threshold. For the channels that did not have valid fit data for gain calculation the DESY
gain values were used.
The fit values calculated in the above way do not agree with either the provided DESY
or CERN values for the gain of the NIU IRL SiPMs. I choose to use the calculated values
over the provided values as they were available in the data that was being analyzed.

2.5.3.2

Photo-Electron Scale Histogram Generation

The SPIROC chip reads out the signal amplitudes in ADC counts, but those values are
dependent on the pedestal and gain of each channel[12]. It is better to have all of the data
on a standard scale which for our purposes is the pe scale. This is calculated as follows,

Spe =

SADC − P
G

where SADC is the signal amplitude in ADC counts, G is the gain for the particular channel,
P is the pedestal value for the particular channel, and Spe is the signal in PE. An additional
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program was written that takes the track histograms for the NIU layer, converts them to
PE, then writes them to their own folder in the ROOT file.

2.5.3.3

Photo-Electron Histogram Fitting

The generated PE track histograms are fit using the RooFit framework in an external
program. The primary energy loss mechanism for Muons and early layer Pions, which
the NIU layer satisfies, is ionization where the energy loss per distance is described by the
Bethe-Bloch equation. This results in Landau distributed energy deposition. However, there
is going to be a Gaussian smearing of the distribution due to noise signals in the layer and
detector electronics. To accurately fit the track histograms a Landau convolved with a
Gaussian distribution is used, which is given by the following,

ρ(x) = (L ∗ G) (x) =

Z ∞

dτ L(τ )G(x − τ )

−∞

Figure 2.5: An example of a fit channel distribution.
where ρ is the resulting distribution, L is the Landau distribution, and G is the Gaussian
distribution. Figure 2.5 is an example of data fit using this distribution. This was accomplished by generating a RooGaussian and a RooLandau along a RooRealVar, x, and their
own RooRealVar for the mean and sigma, even though those parameters are undefined in
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the Landau distribution, numerically they do exist. Then these distributions were inserted
into a RooFFTConvPdf object and fit to the dataset stored in a RooDataHist, which were
the track histograms for each NIU layer channel in pe[17]. In addition, it is useful to know
the peak value of the distribution, so the numeric derivative function in available RooFit is
used to find this value by, x s.t.

dρ(x)
dx

= 0. The weighted average of these calculated peaks,

save , given by,
P

save =

i

x̄i ∗ ni
N

is determined, where x̄i is the average value for each of the fitted histograms, ni is the number
of entries for the ith histogram, and N is the total number of entries over all histograms.
This average value is then written to the standard output. As the most probable values
of the track histograms are calculated, the values are filled into a histogram, with separate
histograms for 25 and 50 µm parts, for a view of the minimum ionizing particle behavior of
the layer.

2.5.4

Poissonian Mean Determination Code

The optical cross talk due to a muon passing through the stack will be discussed in
further detail in chapter 3, but it is of importance to note that the number of photons that
pass to a neighbor during this process can be considered Poisson distributed. This allows for
alternative ways to calculate the cross talk for each channel and the entire dataset. Namely,
using the Poisson distribution, defined as,

P (k) =

λk e−λ
k!

(2.1)
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where k is the number of photons, λ is the distribution mean, and P (k) is the probability of
measuring k photons, estimates of the parameter λ can be made. These estimates are made
using a differential and integral method, described below.
Since the parameter k is discrete valued, the continuous-valued derivative defined as,
df (x)
dx

= limh→0

f (x+h)−f (x)
h

where x is continuous, does not apply. However, a discrete deriva-

tive can be simply defined as, ∆k f (k) = f (k + 1) − f (k) where k is discrete. As a note,
this analysis can also be performed if k is taken as continuous and the factorial term in the
denominator is replaced by the Gamma function using the relation, Γ(k) = (k − 1)!. Applying the discrete derivative to equation 2.1 AP (k) where A is a constant coefficient that
represents the measured data gives,

∆k AP (k) = AP (k + 1) − AP (k)

∆k AP (k) = A

λk+1 e−λ
λk e−λ
−A
(k + 1)!
k!

λk e−λ
AP (k + 1) − AP (k) = A
k!

!

λ
−1
k+1

!

λ
−1
AP (k + 1) − AP (k) = AP (k)
k+1
P (k + 1)
λ
−1=
−1
P (k)
k+1
(k + 1)

P (k + 1)
= λ.
P (k)

(2.2)

The distribution mean is calculated by moving along the k values of a Poisson distribution
using equation 2.2 until a bin containing zero entries is reached. The recorded λ values are
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then averaged to get the recorded value. The uncertainty in this measurement is calculated
using the standard treatment of determining the variance by
N
X
1
σ =
(xi − x̄)2
(n − 1) i=0
2

(2.3)

where x̄ is the mean of the dataset. Then the uncertainty of the measurement is calculated
as,
s

u=

σ2
.
N

(2.4)

The differential method is going to be highly sensitive to differences between the measured
value and actual value for a given distribution mean. Therefore, it is useful to have an
additional method of calculating the distribution mean to not only check that they coincide,
but also to reduce the measurement uncertainty. An integral method, which is really more of
a summation method due to the discrete nature of the functions in question, was implemented
to achieve this. The integrated value of the tail of equation 2.1 depends on the particular
λ. This allows for a way to test for the mean of a measured distribution that is truncated.
Using the sum of the measured distribution and comparing that to the sum of the same
section of ideal Poisson distributions of varying mean. The ideal distribution that most
closely matches will give the mean of the measured distribution. To accomplish this with
the available measured data the following was used,
Pn

P (k < x) = 1 −

P (ki )
,
N

i=x

(2.5)

where P (k < x) is the probability k is less than some value x, n is the highest recorded
bin in the histogram, P (ki ) is the probability ki will be measured, and N is the number of
measurements. These values are calculated and compared against ideal Poisson distributions
stepping the mean by .00001 in each iteration until an integrated value that exceeds the
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measured one is found. To calculate the uncertainty in this value a propagation of error
technique is used starting with the individual probabilities. The propagation of error under
addition and subtraction is given by[18],

∆z =

q

(∆a)2 + (∆b)2 + . . .

(2.6)

where z = a + b + . . . and all of those values have uncertainties given by standard deviations.
The propagation of error due to division and multiplication is[18],
v
u

∆z u
δa
=t
z
a

!2

δb
+
b

!2

+ ...

(2.7)

where z = ab . . . and all values have uncertainties given by standard deviations. The measured values for a Poisson distribution can be written as probabilities if they are normalized
to the number of measurements,
P (ki ) =

xi
,
N

where ki is the value of the independent variable, xi is the number of times ki was measured,
and N is the total number of measurements. The values xi and N each have an uncertainty
√
√
due to the finite number of measurements given as δxi = xi and δN = N as the values
are binomial. Using equation 2.7 the uncertainty for a single probability is then,
v
u
u
t

σP (ki ) = P (ki )

δx i
xi

!2

δN
+
N

!2

.

By substituting in the previously defined values this expression simplifies to,
s

σP (ki ) =

xi (xi + N )
N3
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If the sum over all of the measured probabilities for a particular track energy is called s,

s=

n
X

P (ki ).

i=x

The uncertainty of the summation is then,

σs =

v
u n
uX
t

!

xi (xi + N )
.
N3

i=x

The uncertainty in the integral measurement of the distribution mean is then, using equation 2.6,
v
u 
u σ 2
s
t

σP (k<x) = P (k < x)

s

s



σP (k<x) = P (k < x)

σs
s

√ !2
N
+
N
2

+

1
.
N

Substituting the expression for σs ,
sP

σP (k<x) = P (k < x)

n
i=x

1
xi (xi + N )
+ .
2
3
sN
N

CHAPTER 3
TEST BEAM ANALYSIS

3.1

Overview

Many takes need to be completed when designing a measurement apparatus to ensure
that it meets the necessary performance specifications. There are simulation studies, prototype development, debugging, etc. and one of the most important is testing in a “real”
environment where the equipment is in conditions similar to the intended measurement. In
high energy physics, the test beam satisfies this requirement. This is where a prototype
detector is placed in a known beam of particles to see how it or various subsystems respond
to actual data. The NIU HBU prototype was involved in a test beam at the CERN PS
beamline in October and November of 2014 as part of the CALICE collaboration testing
program. Using this data, the detector behavior under particle irradiation was analyzed, in
addition to gaining understanding of performance measures such as the minimum ionizing
particle(mip) response, mip detection efficiency, and optical cross talk.

3.2

Test Beam Parameters

The detector stack was composed of fifteen active layers, given in order: three electromagnetic calorimeter(ECAL) layers then 8 small hadron calorimeter(HCAL) layers all separated
by 20mm of stainless steel absorbing layers and finally 4 large HCAL layers. The first two
large HCAL layers each have 20mm of stainless steel separating them from the previous
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layer, the third large HCAL is separated from the previous layer by 144mm of stainless steel
and the last large HCAL layer is separated by 160mm of stainless steel from the previous
layer. A small HCAL layer uses four SPIROC chips on an HBU, and a large HCAL layer
is composed of four HBUs connected in a square. The ECALs and small HCALs were cen-

Figure 3.1: Test beam detector stack
tered on the large HCAL layers, as seen in Fig. 3.1. The NIU HCAL layer which is being
examined here was positioned as the first small HCAL layer and has chipIDs 125-128. The
detector stack had specified channels called T0 channels which are connected to scintillator
detectors positioned before and after the stack for hit validation. There were two different
configuration of the coincidence scintillators: two large scintillators were used for muon runs
while two small scintillators were used for non-muon runs.
This analysis is focused on the November 2014 7 GeV muon data. The test beam collected
additional data from 5 to 10 GeV pions and shower runs which are not included in this thesis.
The secondary particle beam at the CERN PS beamline is created by placing a target
at the output of the primary proton beam accelerated by the PS. The secondary beam can
be manipulated to generate different particles of interest by changing the target material
and by applying various components, such as, bending magnets, filters, and absorbers to the
beam. Of particular interest here is the muon filter, which is a massive iron block that is
placed perpendicular to the secondary beam. When the secondary beam passes through the
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iron block all of the particles are absorbed except for the muons, which results in a muon
beam.
As previously mentioned, the data collected by the SPIROC chip is split into two categories, hit bit one and zero. The data collected that does not have the hit bit set to one
contains undefined data and is not used in the analysis. This is shown explicitly in chapter 4.
The hit bit one condition for a channel and therefore for useful data is, that the validation
coincidence scintillators are triggered and a signal threshold of three to five PE is satisfied.
The NIU layer used a 9 by 11 dimpled scintillator megatile where each tile was 3cm by
3cm. Testing the megatile in the test beam environment was the main purpose of the NIU
layers inclusion in the experiment with the hopes of determining its response and cross talk
behavior.

3.3

Muons

Muon data was used to analyze the mip response of the NIU layer due to the relatively
non-interactive nature of muons. These characteristics also made muons ideal for a cross talk
analysis of the detector layer, which was also performed. In order to perform the analysis at
the maximum accuracy, several cuts were placed on the data to ensure only “clean” events
were being used. The requirements for a clean event are as follows:
• One track
• NIU layer track tile greater than three-quarters mip
• No chips with excessive signal
• Less than twenty-seven hits in the detector stack
• One hit on each of the three layers immediately following the NIU layer
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Figure 3.2: A track after the applied cuts
Fig. 3.2 shows a “clean” event, which can be seen to have a limited number of hits that
satisfy the hit bit one condition beyond the muon track. There is a collection of hits in the
back corner of the event display. This appears in many event displays and does not seem
to be a result of particles moving through the detector stack. No attempt has been made
to handle events that contain this behavior differently because it is a small number of hits,
about five, and is not in an area that a track can be present in the NIU layer, the outer edge
of a big layer.

Figure 3.3: Track location on the NIU layer without any cuts
To begin examining the justification of the above mentioned cuts on the data the unaltered data needs to be viewed first. In Fig. 3.3 the distribution of all found tracks over the
active area is shown.
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In order to reduce the possible sources of noise in each event used in the analysis, it is
required that each event only have a single track. If there are multiple tracks present in an
event then there could be contamination of the desired signals, in either the mip spectrum or
the cross talk distribution, due to photons generated by the additional muons. Removing the

Figure 3.4: The number of tracks per event
events that have been determined to have more than one track will remove a large portion
of this noise. Large angle and multiple scattering of muons can also result in this kind of
contamination, but those sources are dealt with elsewhere. It can be seen in Fig. 3.4 that
the majority of events contain only one track so the removal of the events with additional
tracks does not affect the data being analyzed significantly. This figure is simply the number
of tracks found in each event using the track finding algorithm described above.
The SiPMs used in the detector are subject to thermal noise because the stack is held at
about room temperature. This allows for thermally activated pixels, and hence, purely noise
signals. In order to reduce the effect of thermal noise on the data, tracks that have detected
energy of less than three-quarters of a mip, or approximately 6 PE, on the NIU layer were
cut. This will ensure the removal of the thermal and most other sources of non-particle
generated noise because the noise level of SiPMs is a few PE, as was mentioned above.
It has been found that in some events there are chips that appear to “light up”, where
the entire chip will have recorded data above 450 ADC counts. This could affect the analysis
if enough of those hits are recorded as hit bit one, and therefore, these events should not be
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(a) Hit bit zero with 450 ADC threshold

(b) Same event as in a) using hit bit one

(c) Hit bit zero with 450 ADC threshold

(d) Same event as in c) using hit bit 1

Figure 3.5: Comparison of hit bit zero and one data in two events(a,b and c,d) with excessive
signal.
considered in the analysis. As seen in Fig. 3.5a and Fig. 3.5c, these are clearly not events
that should be included in the analysis, but looking at Fig. 3.5b and Fig. 3.5d, they might
pass through strict cuts. The only difference between Fig. 3.5a, 3.5c and Fig. 3.5b, 3.5d
is that the former use a 450 ADC cut and the latter use a hit bit one cut. Especially in
the cross talk evaluation, these types of events could provide false or questionable data that
would impact the results in an unknown way, and should not be included.
An additional source of erroneous data is showers as a result of the muons interacting with
the stainless steel layers as they pass through the stack. Showers can impact the particular
measurements in this analysis by blurring the location of the track and through generating
false cross talk values. False cross talk values are defined as particles emitted during a shower
that hit a neighbor to a track rather than light passing from the track tile to its neighbor.
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In order to remove these events, a cut is placed on the number of hits in the stack that can
be recorded in a single event. The number twenty-seven mentioned above comes from the

Figure 3.6: The distribution of stack hits with hit bit one and a clean track
peak in Fig. 3.6. This peak is centered at twenty hits with a half-width at half-max(HWHM)
of 3.5. Two times the HWHM is included in the data analyzed to include the whole peak
which gives a maximum of twenty-seven stack hits per event. This cut includes values up to
twenty-seven hits because there is no need to use the lower limit defined by the peak width
because events with lower hit numbers are likely not to have the shower behavior that this
cut is intended to remove.
Again to avoid effects from particle showers, events that have greater than one hit on
any of the three layers that immediately follow the NIU layer, here called HBU1, HBU2, and
HBU3, are removed. Figures 3.7a to Fig. 3.7c show the number of hits in the three layers

(a) HBU1

(b) HBU2

(c) HBU3

Figure 3.7: Distribution of layer hits during events
after the NIU layer which have amplitude greater than 350 ADC counts and hit bit one. The
peaks in all of these distributions is at one and this verifies that this is an appropriate cut.
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(a) Distribution of all tracks that satisfy
the mip cuts

(b) Single channel distribution of tracks
that satisfy mip cuts

Figure 3.8: NIU layer track value for a) all clean tracks and b) a single channels clean tracks.
There is additional data with two or three hits per layer and that data can be included if
additional statistics are needed. These cuts prevent things like showers or delta rays emitted
by the muon in the NIU layer from impacting the cross talk measurements or affecting the
track determination for the mip analysis.

3.3.1

MIP Analysis

The mip is a useful tool in characterizing the behavior of a detector due to the fact that
the energy deposited by these particles is well-known. Knowing the mip response of the
detector allows for comparison between different detector designs with a minimal number of
effects due to different materials or geometry differences. Using the above described cuts,
the mip spectrum for the NIU layer is determined. Viewing Fig. 3.8a and Fig. 3.8b, the mip
spectrum takes the shape of a Landau convolved with a Gaussian which is as expected, with
a most probable value(MPV) of about nine PE. Figures 3.9a and 3.9b show the mip MPV
for the individual channels of each part type. Calculating the mip MPV from these values
using the weighted mean described in the previous chapter, gives about 10.4PE for the 50
µm parts and about 9 PE for the 25 µm parts. There seems to be a discrepancy between the
calculated mip MPV and the value indicated by Fig. 3.8a. One possible explanation could
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(a) 50 µm parts.

(b) 25 µm parts.

Figure 3.9: Distribution of mip MPV for each channel in photoelectrons
be due to the multiple peaks in figures 3.9a and 3.9b. Since both the 50 and 25 µm parts
have peaks around 8 − 9PE this could be where the majority of the data lies, but the means
tend towards the remainder of the data.

Figure 3.10: Efficiency of mip detection for each layer
The layer efficiency for mips passing through the detector stack is shown in Fig. 3.10 with
one on the x-axis representing the NIU layer and proceeding from there in stack order. The
efficiency is taken as the number of tracks where all of the layers have a hit in the track over
the number where all have a hit in the track plus the number where all but the indicated
layer have a hit in the track.
e=

ncont
,
ncont + nlayer

where ncont is the number of tracks where all of the HCAL layers have a validated hit in
a continuous line on a found track and nlayer is the number of tracks where all except the
layer for which the efficiency is being calculated have validated hits on the track line. When
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calculating the efficiency the requirement that the track tile in the NIU layer be above threequarters mip is not applied, but hit bit one is still required. The efficiencies for layers other
than the NIU layer are biased because while the NIU layer is not included in the track
definition generally, tracks are not redefined when calculating the efficiencies of the non-NIU
layers. Taking the value from Fig. 3.10, the efficiency for the NIU layer is 83%. There is a
significant amount of variation between the efficiency of each layer. Few details about the
specific HCAL prototypes in the stack were available and in addition to the introduced bias
this made it difficult to to determine the cause of this variation in efficiency.

3.3.2

Cross Talk

When discussing cross talk in detectors, like the HCAL prototype, what is meant is the
optical cross talk. The optical cross talk is defined as the signal generated on neighboring
channels due to a particle passing through a central channel. This is essentially a measure
of the signal leakage after energy is deposited into a detector cell, and is important when
accounting for all of the energy deposited by a particle, jet, or shower during collider experiments. This is especially important when using PFAs because the cross talk is a contribution
to the confusion term in the uncertainty during jet energy reconstruction.
There needs to be an additional constraint on the tracks that are used in the cross talk
analysis beyond the mip cuts described above. Since the neighbor values are of interest here,
the tracks have to be mips that also have nearest neighbors that have hit bit set to one.
Those neighbors should also have time constraints on the signal. Logically, the neighbor
signal cannot arrive before the track signal because that would violate causality, but these
events are present and are most likely due to fluctuation in the TDC ramp. There should also
be an upper limit to the time it takes for a signal to reach a neighbor due to similar causality
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concerns. The distance from center to center of neighboring tiles is approximately 30.8mm,
a light signal should take on the order of 100ps to reach from one detector to another. Then,
considering the time is recorded after the signal passes through a 15ns pulse shaper, there
should be a maximum delay on the order of tens of nanoseconds between the track signal and
neighbor signal. If a neighbor is recorded on the order of hundreds of nanoseconds or more
later, then it is most likely that this is not due to the track signal and should be discarded.
It can be seen in Fig. 3.11 that there is a peak in value close to zero that approaches an

Figure 3.11: Difference between TDC value of the neighbor and the TDC value of the track
apparent noise level around thirty TDC counts after the tracks. This is approximately 45ns
after the track which matches the order of tens of nanoseconds that is expected. There are a
number of values that extend far beyond the peak mean and those values should be excluded.
Similar to the cut applied on the stack hits histogram, values that fall within twice the width
of the peak are used as the bounds for the TDC cut. This results in valid a time interval
from 29 TDC counts before the track to 35 TDC counts after the track where neighbor hits
are accepted.
In order to isolate the cross talk behavior of the NIU layer to validate the use of megatiles
in a detector design like the ILD, mips were used to limit additional sources of signal in the
stack. The first observation needs to be that the hits on the nearest neighbors to tracks that
are seen in the data analysis are the result of cross talk behavior rather than noise. This is
done by comparing the number of nearest neighbor hits to next nearest neighbor hits as can
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(a) All nearest neighbors to clean tracks
with hit bit one

(b) All next nearest neighbor to clean
tracks with hit bit one

Figure 3.12: Validation of cross talk data
be seen in Fig. 3.12a and Fig. 3.12b. These plots were both generated by looking for cells
that exceed the hit bit one threshold about some central cell that contains a found track,
in addition to satisfying the above mentioned cuts. The histogram representing the nearest
neighbors has significantly more entries than the next nearest neighbor histogram, which
indicates that the nearest neighbor hits are indeed caused by the track passing through the
layer.
The use of mips presents a problem because of the hit bit one requirement for well defined
data. The threshold for hit bit one data is three to five PE depending on variations between
detector cells. Since the mip MPV is about 9 PE, this means the minimum cross talk that
is possible to view on a neighboring channel is between approximately 33.33% and 55.55%,
which is quite large. The effect of this threshold can be seen in Fig. 3.12a, which shows
the peak of all of the hit bit one cells that are nearest neighbors to tracks at five PE. This
suggests that the cross talk can not be determined by simply looking at the ratio of nearest
neighbor signal to track signal.
To make a more sophisticated analysis of the cross talk, a correlation plot between the
track signal on the NIU layer and the nearest neighbor signal, both in PE, was generated as
seen in Fig. 3.13. This figure was generated using tracks that satisfy the “clean” track and
TDC requirements and finding the nearest neighbors that have the hit bit value set to one.
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Figure 3.13: Correlation plot of NIU layer track signal to neighbor signal in PE
Examining Fig. 3.13 more closely, the problem introduced by using mips to measure cross
talk can be seen. There appears to be a soft threshold of about five PE on this data, which
is due to the hit bit one requirement. A soft threshold is defined as a cut off that is gradual
instead of a strict barrier, at say five PE, with no values recorded below. There is data at
three and four PE but with smaller bin content than the five PE threshold. This introduces
a bias to the data because values that should all be contained in one bin are now spread over
at least three. This will then effect the value calculated for the distribution mean because
the values measured as probabilities are not the true probabilities for each track value. This
is opposed to a hard threshold where there is a value such that no data can be recorded
below that value. This is not seen in the data, but would behave as follows, if the threshold
is at, say, five PE then the bin contents would be zero for all bins less than five PE. This
would result in the probabilities being true values for each track value and the cross talk
could be calculated from each line out of Fig. 3.13. As noted before, it seems unreasonable
that there is 60% cross talk, but there is no way to examine the neighbor hits which have
lower values which presents a problem. In addition, the cross talk values are not consistent
between NIU layer track values, this is explained by the threshold and indicates that the
correct cross talk value can be found with large enough track signals in the NIU layer.
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To continue the analysis, it is assumed that the number of photons registered on a single
neighbor, or the signal in PE, is Poisson distributed as in equation 2.1. The conditions for
Poisson distributed data are:
• k is the number of events that occur in an interval and k = 0, 1, . . .
• The events occur independently
• The event rate is constant
• Two events can not occur at exactly the same instant
• The probability of an event in an interval is proportional to the length of the interval.
The number of photons that hit a nearest neighbor cell after a track passes through the NIU
layer reasonably satisfy all of these assumptions and therefore should be Poisson distributed.
The integral and differential methods, discussed in the previous chapter, are applied
to the correlation plot in Fig. 3.13, to determine the mean of a Poisson distribution at
thresholds of five and six PE. This results in the plots in figures 3.14a to 3.14d, where
the differential plots represent the mean of the distributions at each NIU layer track value
that had significant amounts of data, and the integral plots are the integrated distribution
probabilities below the threshold value again for all NIU layer track values. Fig. 3.15 has
taken the integrated values and converted them to distribution mean values while updating
the uncertainties appropriately. It can be seen that the distribution means do not seem to
correspond to the same value of cross talk for all of the different track values. This is a
result of the soft threshold bias introduced by the hit bit one requirement discussed earlier
because the signal measured on the track tile is based on the number of scintillated photons
and the detector cell geometry. This means that the number of photons that are measured
on a neighbor should be proportional to the track value and based on the detector geometry.
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(a) Poisson distribution mean for a
threshold of five

(b) Poisson distribution mean for a
threshold of six

(c) Probability of cross talk with NIU
layer value less than six

(d) Probability of cross talk with signal
value less than seven

Figure 3.14: Differential, a and b, and integral methods, c and d
Therefore, the ratio of the distribution peak to the NIU layer track value should be the same
for all track values, but in this plot it is not, which can be seen in Fig. 3.16a where these
values are calculated. The above mentioned plots seem to be separated, but the values agree
within the calculated uncertainties, this indicates that the assumption of Poisson distributed
data is valid.
This bias can be quantified due to its uniform behavior across numerous calculations and
will allow for the cross talk to be determined. The biased data seems to follow an exponential
decay curve, but it also must converge to the actual cross talk value for the data to make
sense. By inspection of the data, it is determined that the bias should fit a curve,

fbias (x) =

a1
1 − a2 e−a3 x

(3.1)
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Figure 3.15: Poisson distribution means using all calculation methods and thresholds

(a) Graph of calculated cross talk at all
NIU layer track signal values using all
methods and thresholds

(b) Fit of the calculated cross talk from
each method

Figure 3.16: Calculated cross talk
where x indicates the NIU layer track value and a1 , a2 , a3 represent parameters for the bias
with a1 the cross talk, a2 the strength of the bias, and a3 the change in effect per track
value.

Parameter a3 for the differential method with threshold six PE does not have
a1
a2
a3

Int6

Diff6

Int5

Diff5

.059 ± .0003

.095 ± .0056

.052 ± .00027

.16 ± .015

1.05 ± .0014

1.06 ± .042

1.06 ± .0017

1.33 ± .263

.040 ± .000343

.03

.0439 ± .0004

.079 ± .026

Table 3.1: Table of fit parameters with uncertainties for the strict cut, where Int and Diff
represent the method of calculating the values and the number represents the minimum NIU
layer track value used in the calculation.
an associated error value because it was fixed before the fit. This was done because the
fit was not converging and parameter a3 for the remaining calculations seemed to be very
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close to that value. Fitting the four sets of data points using fbias (x), which is shown in
Fig. 3.16b, then averaging all of the a1 values, and applying equation 2.6 divided by four for
the uncertainty gives the cross talk as 0.092 ± 0.004.
To increase the statistics and get a more accurate calculated value for the cross talk, the
requirements on clean tracks are loosened to three or fewer hits on each of the three layers
immediately following the NIU layer. As mentioned earlier, this is a reasonable way to loosen
the cut in order to collect more statistics that should not affect the data significantly. This

(a) Poisson distribution mean for a
threshold of five

(b) Poisson distribution mean for a
threshold of six

(c) Probability of cross talk with signal
value less than six

(d) Probability of cross talk with signal
value less than seven

Figure 3.17: Differential, a and b, and integral methods, c and d, using a loose cut
is a fairly minor reduction in the strength of the cut, but should result in significantly more
data. This can be seen in figures 3.17a to 3.17d where a larger range of track values were
included in the fit. The increase in analyzable data is seen in Fig. 3.18a and Fig. 3.18b.
This also results in almost four times as many nearest neighbor hits and the following mean
and cross talk plots, see Figs. 3.19a to 3.19c. Performing the same fit analysis, again fixing
parameter a3 for the differential method with threshold 6 PE, as described above using
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(b) Loose cut clean track map on NIU
layer

(a) Loose cut clean track distribution

Figure 3.18: Summary of clean tracks after loose cut

a1
a2
a3

Int6

Diff6

Int5

Diff5

.048 ± .00017

10.3 ± .00067

.043 ± .00016

.107 ± .012

1.01 ± .00046

1.09 ± .0023

1.01 ± .00057

1.05 ± .064

.027 ± .00015

.03

.031 ± .018

.038 ± .01

Table 3.2: Table of fit parameters with uncertainties for the loose cut, where Int and Diff
represent the method of calculating the values and the number represents the minimum NIU
layer track value used in the calculation.
equation 3.1 the value for the cross talk is 0.075 ± 0.003. Fitting the loose cut data over
the same range as the strict cut data results in a cross talk value of 0.084 ± 0.002 which is
about 11% larger than the result over a larger fit region. This is explained by comparing
Figs. 3.16a and 3.19b, which shows that the end of the strict cut fit region is above the value
that is larger than should be expected based on the rest of the data. The fits over the same
range agree well with each other and shows that loosening the cut on clean tracks maintains
the same value for the cross talk within experimental uncertainties.
These calculated values for the cross talk represent the single neighbor cross talk due to
a mip track. The total cross talk value would be four times the calculated value. This would
be .368 ± .016 for the strict cut data and .30 ± .012 for loose cut data.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.19: Cross talk calculation plots, a) Poisson means, b) cross talk, c) fit cross talk

CHAPTER 4
LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

The test beam is a very useful evaluation tool for high energy physics detector electronics.
However, there is limited test beam time available and the complexity of the test beam
environment may not be required for some tests. Laboratory measurements are very useful
in this regard, either as proof of concept experiments, as a justification for beam time or
as a self contained test in situations that allow for it. Here two tests conducted in-lab are
described, one meant to better understand the test beam data previously discussed, and one
to calibrate the channel dependent threshold setting.

4.1

Experimental Apparatus

The experimental configuration is fairly similar for all tests conducted with the IRL. All
of the in-lab measurements take place in a light tight enclosure, see Fig. 4.1, with cable
feeds to connect the data acquisition(DAQ) boards to a computer with a LabView control
program. There are two standard lab power sources and a high voltage supply which power
the IRL, see Fig. 4.2. The two lab power supplies are set to 6V and 12V, which are used by
the power board, LED calibration system board, and DAQ FPGA board on the end cap or
central interface board(CIB), shown in Fig. 4.3. The high voltage source supplies the bias
voltage to the SiPMs which has no fixed value required and is based on the specific devices
used on the IRL board.
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Figure 4.1: The dark box used for a light tight measurement environment.

Figure 4.2: Power supplies used for the IRL
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Figure 4.3: The central interface(CIB) board.

Figure 4.4: A carrier board soldered onto the IRL.
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The SiPMs are connected to the IRL board through small carrier boards, seen in Fig. 4.4
that contain essentially a breakout of the footprint for the surface mounted SiPMs. This
allows the IRL to be independent of the particular SiPM device used. In addition the IRL
has holes for the scintillator megatile alignment pins.
There are two primary sources that were used to conduct in-lab measurements, one
being the LED calibration system and the other a

90

Sr beta source. It is also possible to

use cosmic rays for IRL testing, but the two previously mentioned methods do not require
any electronics beyond what is housed on the IRL board and DAQ hardware. Using cosmic
rays would require significant additional electronics and testing, in addition to longer data
accumulation time for cosmics compared to the LEDs or

4.1.1

90

Sr source.

LED Tests

The IRL has a built in LED calibration system that is composed of surface mount LEDs
positioned at intervals on the board such that all channels have direct light from an LED using
the previously discussed configurations. This is powered by a PCB on the CIB dedicated to
power distribution and timing of signals sent to the LEDs. When the LEDs are activated on
the board they flash at regular intervals. When using the LED system the IRL is positioned
on a steel plate with a reflective material placed on the back as seen in Fig. 4.5. There is
then a layer of opaque, black material placed over the entire arrangement. This allows for
the light generated by the LED to be reflected off of the steel plate and back towards the
SiPMs without allowing for additional reflections. The black material prevents any external
light from getting in and removes secondary reflections from the LEDs coming from the back
surface.
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Figure 4.5: Steel plate with reflective layer used for LED testing.
When using the LEDs several of the experimental conditions can be controlled with the
LabView control program. The voltage across the LEDs, and hence the amount of light
emitted, can be directly controlled in the software. In addition, the LEDs are configured to
work in an external trigger mode that is correctly timed with the LED pulse timing from the
CIB. There is also the ability to have each channel operate in a self triggered mode, which
allows for testing the behavior of self-triggered data with signals that have a well known
arrival time.

4.1.2

Beta Source Tests

The LEDs are good for testing with a well defined signal, but there is a great utility in
being able to perform studies on particle generated signals in lab as well. To accomplish
this a 90 Sr beta source is used. The experimental arrangement when using the 90 Sr source is
similar to that described previously for the LEDs, but instead of the steel plate a specially
machined plastic stand, seen in Fig. 4.6, is used to allow the IRL to have the scintillator
tiles facing up towards the source. A reflective material can then be placed on top of the
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Figure 4.6: Plastic stand used for beta source measurements.
scintillators to contain the generated photons, allowing as many as possible to be incident
on the SiPMs.
Sr occurs in two stages, both of which are β − decay

The primary decay mechanism of

90

90

Sr

90

Sr →90 Y + e− + ν̄e

processes. The first is the decay of

which occurs with a decay energy of 0.546 MeV and a half-life of 28.79 years[19]. The

90

Y

then undergoes β − decay,
90

Y →90 Zr + e− + ν̄e

with a decay energy of 2.28 MeV and a half life of 64 hours[19]. The
the decay process ends here.

90

Zr is stable and so
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4.2

Validity of Hit Bit Zero Data

As has been previously mentioned, each data line read-out by the SPIROC chip has a
validation bit called hit bit. When the hit bit flag is turned on i.e. set equal to one, the
data is valid, but there are questions as to what the data means when the hit bit is left at
zero. From the SPIROC datasheet it appears that this data is not well defined because the
measurement is never triggered on those channels, but there is no definitive statement. Since
a primary goal of this thesis is to determine the cross talk of a scintillator megatile it would
be quite useful for data that is less than threshold to be retained.
This test was performed with the “backup” board, which is identical to the test beam
board except it is less populated with SiPMs, because the IRL that was used in the test
beam began having trouble communicating with the DAQ software and would not record
data. This board has about four SiPMs per SPIROC chip with an even split of 25µm and
50µm parts. This test was performed using chip four channels 24 and 30, and chip one
channels 0 and 1 all of which are 50µm parts.
To investigate this, the LED calibration system was used while the IRL was in self-trigger
mode. This allows for measurements to be made only when a signal occurs, but the signal
timing is the same for all channels on the IRL. The threshold on the chip was then increased
until one of the channels was below threshold and recording no hit bit one data, while a
neighboring channel still recorded hit bit one data. This means that one channel is being
triggered and forcing a read-out, but a neighboring channel is registering hit bit zero while
seeing a guaranteed signal. The thresholds mentioned in this section are identified by the
DAC value set on the SPIROC chip that specifies the voltage applied to the discriminator
for each channel, not by ADC value as that varies between channels. By taking data at a
lower threshold of 250 the signal generated on the SiPMs by the LED can be compared to
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(a) Chip 4 channel 24 hit bit zero data
with a threshold value of 250 DAC.

(b) Chip 4 channel 30 hit bit zero data
with a threshold value of 250 DAC.

(c) Chip 4 channel 24 hit bit one data
with a threshold value of 250 DAC.

(d) Chip 4 channel 30 hit bit one data
with a threshold value of 250 DAC.

Figure 4.7: Low threshold data for chip 4 channels 24 and 30.
the hit bit zero data to determine if the data is of use in the test beam analysis. Looking at
figures 4.7a to 4.7d, the LED signal is from about 500 to 1100 ADC counts for channel 30
and about 350 to 1000 ADC counts for channel 24. When the threshold is increased to 350,
figures 4.8a to 4.8d, the hit bit one data in channel 30 is clearly cut-off, but looking at the
hit bit zero data there seems to be no data above 500 ADC counts. This should certainly
not be the case if the hit bit zero data simply stored measured values that do not exceed
threshold, and suggests that the data stored as hit bit zero is not useful for the analysis.
The data in figures 4.9a to 4.9d show a threshold of about 300 ADC counts for both
channel one and zero, but the channel zero data seems to extend to 700 ADC counts while
the channel one data only to 500 ADC counts. As the threshold increases to 350 ADC counts,
see figures 4.10a to 4.10d, it can be seen that this channel pair have the ideal performance.
There is no hit bit one data on channel one and no hit bit zero data on channel zero.
Looking at the hit bit zero data on channel one in the range of 300 to 500 ADC counts,
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(a) Chip 4 channel 24 hit bit zero data
with a threshold value of 350 DAC.

(b) Chip 4 channel 30 hit bit zero data
with a threshold value of 350 DAC.

(c) Chip 4 channel 24 hit bit one data
with a threshold value of 350 DAC.

(d) Chip 4 channel 30 hit bit one data
with a threshold value of 350 DAC.

Figure 4.8: High threshold data for chip 4 channels 24 and 30.

(a) Chip 1 channel 0 hit bit zero data
with a threshold value of 250 DAC.

(b) Chip 1 channel 1 hit bit zero data
with a threshold value of 250 DAC.

(c) Chip 1 channel 0 hit bit one data
with a threshold value of 250 DAC.

(d) Chip 1 channel 1 hit bit one data
with a threshold value of 250 DAC.

Figure 4.9: Low threshold data for chip 1 channels 0 and 1.
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(a) Chip 1 channel 0 hit bit zero data
with a threshold value of 350 DAC.

(b) Chip 1 channel 1 hit bit zero data
with a threshold value of 350 DAC.

(c) Chip 1 channel 0 hit bit one data
with a threshold value of 350 DAC.

(d) Chip 1 channel 1 hit bit one data
with a threshold value of 350 DAC.

Figure 4.10: High threshold data for chip 1 channels 0 and 1.
where the signal existed at a threshold of 250, there is no longer a significant amount of data
in that range. Again if the distinction between hit bit one and hit bit zero was simply the
measurement being above threshold or not the channel one hit bit zero data should have
contained the hit bit one data from Fig. 4.9b. This shows that this behavior is repeatable
across different SiPMs and SPIROC chips.
This data clearly shows that the hit bit zero data should not be included in the test
beam analysis. In addition, this shows that the threshold between two different channels can
be quite different even though there is a single threshold setting on a SPIROC chip. This
verifies considering the hit bit one threshold as a “soft” threshold in the cross talk analysis
performed on the test beam data.
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4.3

Threshold Calibration

The HBU can display different behavior across the different measurement channels even
when they are on the same SPIROC chip. This is evident in the previous section where
the hit bit one threshold was clearly channel dependent even though the setting is applied
to an entire SPIROC chip for the chip 1 data. Having this variation between detection
channels can impact the interpretation of data recorded during paricle collisons and needs
to be corrected. One way to accomplish this is to calibrate the detector so that values such
as the individual detector threshold are known over the course of the detector run time.
Since the hit bit one threshold clearly has channel dependent behavior, and, in fact,
depends on the amplitude and length of the input signal, there needs to be a way to standardize the threshold of each channel during the calibration. The built-in charge injection
system of the SPIROC chip allows for the determination of the threshold. A method of
identifying the threshold using LED runs, which are already used to determine the channel
gain, has been found as an alternative approach. It has already been shown that the local
behavior of each measurement channel can be different across a single SPIROC chip, but
the change in a global setting should impact the channels in the same way. In effect, the
chip threshold setting may result in a different value for each channel, but changing from
one chip threshold value to another should introduce the same change on all channels, in a
reasonable range. This suggests that the change of threshold per threshold setting should
be equal for all channels, at least, on the same chip, if not across all chips. This would allow
for threshold determination by finding the threshold value during at least two, preferably
three, LED runs. This could be accomplished by adding two additional runs at each step of
the gain calibration algorithm[20]. The slope of the line fit to those points will provide the
LED calibrated threshold for all channels.
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(a) Threshold scans for three separate
channels using the on board LEDs.

(b) Threshold scan for a single channel
using the 90 Sr source.

Figure 4.11: Threshold scans
From Fig. 4.11a it can be seen that the slope is approximately equal for each of the
different channels that are on the same chip, and that it is slightly different for the third
channel. This is expected based on the reasoning in the previous paragraph. Looking at
Fig. 4.11b the slope is now clearly different, which is expected due to the signal dependent
nature of the threshold setting.
There seems to be promise here for an alternate method of calibrating the threshold
values. Testing could also be conducted to characterize the dependence of the threshold
slope with respect to signal pulse length and amplitude. This information could lead to an
algorithm for normalizing the data to a single threshold over all channels. There were plans
to continue taking data with the

90

Sr source to see the threshold behavior on a single chip

and across multiple chips. Unfortunately, the test beam HBU’s issues communicating with
the DAQ software prevented further exploration on this line of inquiry.

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

An Integrated Readout Layer was evaluated for use in an analog hadron calorimeter at the
ILC. In order for this design to be practical several factors should be considered. The HCAL
should be sensitive to mips, work with PFA, and practical for millions of detection channels.
The mip MPV of about 9 − 10 PE is sufficiently above threshold so that a majority of mip
spectrum passes the hit bit one requirements. The IRL efficiency in these measurements
leaves something to be desired, but this can be rectified by using larger SiPMs as only 1mm
x 1mm parts were used here. Also, a mixture of 50µm and 25µm SiPMs were used on the
NIU IRL which resulted in a reduction in efficiency due to the lower response of the 25µm
parts. The ability for the IRL to work with PFA calorimetry depends on the contributions
to the confusion term in the uncertainty. It was shown that the single neighbor cross talk for
mips is around 6% − 10%. For a mip MPV of about 9 PE this results in a confusion of about
1 PE on neighboring tiles. However, there is typically a half mip threshold on detection
channels which means that the cross talk will not register as a hit in the calorimeter, and
therefore will not add to the confusion term. The directly coupled dimpled scintillator to
SiPM design has the appropriate uniformity[14] and is clearly less labor and cost intensive
than a design using wavelength shifting fiber. The use of megatiles further reduces the effort
needed for alignment of the scintillator with respect to the entire detector layout compared
to individual tiles. There are still questions to be answered, specifically a measurement of
the cross talk with higher statistics to reduce the uncertainty and a test beam using only
IRLs to observe the behavior of IRLs as particles pass through the HCAL.
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5.1

Further Work

There needs to be an additional measurement of the cross talk in the IRL because there
were limited statistics in this measurement and a dataset free of bias would provide a more
reliable result. The necessary measurement can be carried out in multiple ways, but two
will be mentioned here. The first way is to conduct a test beam using particles that will
produce a larger signal in the IRL channels, such as a low energy proton beam. Increasing
the scintillation light signal will move the track signal further away from the hit bit one
threshold. This can be accomplished by placing a single IRL layer in the beam. The paricle
signal would need to be around 50 PE in order to have the cross talk peak exceed the 3-5 PE
threshold applied to the SiPMs, but by increasing the peak track value on the HCAL layer,
and performing the same analysis used on the test beam data in this thesis, the error in the
calculated cross talk can be reduced. The second method would again involve a test beam
using an entire detector stack, and attempt to find events where a single channel is bordered
by simultaneous muon tracks. This would allow for an increase in the cross talk signal that
is an integer multiple of the actual cross talk. Collecting this data again using the cross talk
calculation described earlier in the thesis could be used to determine an integer multiple of
the cross talk. This analysis was attempted using the November PS test beam muon data,
but there were no events that satisfied the conditions. Due to the rarity of the simultaneous
muon tracks about a single neighbor, this type of test would require a test beam of significant
length in order to collect enough statistics for a calculation with reasonable uncertainty.
The distribution of energy in each layer during showers and jets is important to characterize in a detector. This was not really possible using this test beam data because the NIU
layer was the first HBU layer resulting in pions that looked like mips. To see the energy
deposition in a scintillator megatile IRL, a simple solution may be having a test beam where
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this layer is farther back in the detector stack. Another possibility, that would lend more insight into the layer behavior, would be to conduct a test beam using only scintillator megatile
HBU layers. This would allow for a complete analysis of how the energy is deposited in an
IRL layer during particle showers.
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